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 “MORAL DILEMMA- How I solved it”  

This is a story of a girl, when she was just 6 years old. There was an incident which took place in her life, when 

she was not even aware of what is ‘LIFE’, specially a life without parents. Her father died because of liver 

damage which was caused by drinking alcohol. Her mother got married after 1 year from her father’s death. 

She wanted to take her but she was not allowed to touch the children by the family members.    

Imagining a life without parents is itself scary.....she was having two more siblings her elder brother and elder 

sister,  she was the youngest among all. They all were grown under the guidance of their grandmother (dadi). 

She was the person who inspired her a lot and guided her to go always in a right path no matter what the 

circumstances are! 

As per her views, after this entire incident...people looked at them with sympathy and most of the time 

“BECHARE” was the word which they used for them. They were in a situation when they had to handle 

extreme poverty. For instance: there used to be no electricity for 6 months because it was a tough time for the 

granny to pay  a bill of hardly Rs.300/- in one pension and to raise three kids. 

The people related to them were continuously harassing them mentally..it was that they belong to an 

orphanage not here ,but there was a warrior always standing with them. She never wanted to leave them. 

The biggest thing which harassed her mentally was that people coming and offering her money so that the 

children can become their servants. At the age of 15-16 the girl got to know that she has to come out from all 

of these circumstances. Even though they all were poor they were very happy but there were some people 

who don’t want them to see happy and unnecessary fights should always come across them which always 

leads her to end up her life and stop giving troubles to others. Once she tried but caught .She wanted to come 

out from this dilemma that because of her, grandmother is facing so many difficulties. At the age of resting 

she has to work hard as a nanny. 

 The girl was having two ways either to end up her life as a coward or to catch a way to success.  

To overcome these things she caught the way of education ....she started thinking positively. She learnt how 

to handle life in a positive manner. Instead of going in wrong way she chose the path of education which made 

her strong enough to answer the people. It was the great  contribution given by her grandmother that she 

created a self confidence among her now it’s the place where she stands as a respected teacher .Even though 

now she is not there with her but whatever contributions, compromise she has done for her was infinite for 

which she is really thankful to her.  


